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NIE, Singapore continues to make its 
impact locally and abroad among the 
education fraternity.

Locally, NIE hosted the Second Asia-
Pacific Educational Research Association 
(APERA) conference in November 2008. 
In teaching, the recognition of ‘Excellence 
in Teaching’ awarded by NTU in diverse 
fields such as leadership, sports dance 
and psychology attests to NIE’s staff 
calibre as educators.  In research, a 
research associate won the Outstanding 
Presentation Award for her paper at the 
third International Conference of Science 
Education for the Next Society, Seoul.  A 
new landmark in terms of facilities is the 
official opening of the NIE Art Gallery 
marking the dawning of the New Art Age 
at the institute.
  
On the international front, preceding the 
APERA Conference was the gathering 
of more than 20 educational research 
associations from around the world to 
set up the World Educational Research 
Association (WERA).  Professor Susan 
Fuhrman, President, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, USA gave the CJ 
Koh Professorial Lecture on 25th March 
2009 on “Creating Quality Teachers in 
the 21st Century.” In April, more than 
20 NIE faculty presented papers at this 
year’s AERA meeting in San Diego, 
USA and NIE was also invited to give 
a special symposium on “Teacher 
Education in Singapore: Perspectives 
from Initial Teacher Preparation, 
Professional Leadership Development 
and Internationalization”.

These achievements and developments 
highlighted in this issue attest to the great 
strides the institute is making as it moves 
towards excellence.
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MOU between NIE and Center for Mathematical 
Modeling, University of Chile, Santiago 
By Dr Boey Kok Leong, Maths & Maths Education (MME) Academic Group

NIE news

In January 2009, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed between NIE 
and the Center for Mathematical Modeling (CMM) of Universidad de Chile, Republic 
of Chile.  Under this MOU, the two institutes will pursue exchanges of students and 
staff for research and teaching, particularly in the area of mathematics education and 
mathematics.  This MOU was set within the framework of the MOU and Educational 
Interchanged signed by the Ministries of Education of Chile and Singapore on 26 
November 2008.

Assoc Prof Wong Khoon Yoong, Head of MME, delivered the MOU to Professor 
Jaime San Martin, Director of CMM, at Santiago.  Assoc Prof Wong also presented a 
copy of the report, commissioned by ‘The International Alliance of Leading Education 
Institutes’ titled ‘Transforming teacher education: Redefined professionals for 21st 
century schools’ to CMM on behalf of NIE, Singapore. 

During his visit, Assoc Prof Wong worked with the CMM team on the standards for 
primary mathematics education for Chile.  He presented a public talk on how primary 
mathematics teachers are trained in Singapore and was invited to address the 
Chilean Academy of Sciences on the Singapore education system. Assoc Prof Wong 
also visited the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile where he held a dialogue with 
postgraduate students in mathematics.

Ninth Annual Meeting of the International Society for 
Chinese Language Teaching 
By Asian Languages and Cultures Academic Group

In December 2008, Assoc Prof Goh Yeng Seng, Head, Asian Languages and Cultures (ALC) led a delegation of teachers 
from ALC to Beijing to attend the ninth Annual Meeting of the International Society for Chinese Language Teaching from 
15-17 December.

The contingent from Singapore was among the largest to attend the meeting that attracted over a thousand Chinese 
language educators from 26 countries to Beijing’s International Conference Centre, located next to landmarks such as the 
‘Bird’s Nest’ Stadium and the National Aquatic Centre.

Assoc Prof Goh opened the conference with his keynote address entitled ‘Teaching Chinese as a Second Language in 
Multi-lingual Societies: Singapore’s Experience and Model’ which was well received and attracted a number of follow-up 
questions. His presentation helped set the tone for an ALC panel on teaching Mandarin in Singapore at the conference.

The group also took the opportunity to chat with peers from Chinese 
programmes throughout the world about general issues pertaining to 
Chinese language education, advances in materials and practices, and 
the challenges of dealing with the surge of interest in China and the 
Chinese language that has taken place over the last decade.

While in Beijing, the group also visited two of China’s better known 
publishing houses - Commercial Press and Creative Knowledge Ltd. 
Commercial Press is known for its bilingual dictionaries while Creative 
Knowledge Ltd recently published a Chinese picture dictionary that 
was distributed to each conference participant and could serve as a 
model for a possible learner’s dictionary in Singapore.

Assoc Prof Goh (sixth from left) together with delegates 
from ALC
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NIE hosts a Networking and Recruitment Reception at 
the Annual AERA 2009 Meeting 
By Public, International & Alumni Relations

Members of the NIE delegation led by Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng, Dean, Foundation Programmes Office (second from left) posing outside the 
Ballroom where the recruitment reception was held

The annual AERA meeting is the largest international 
conference on educational research with a participation rate 
of about 13,000-15,000 delegates. 

NIE embarked on a faculty recruitment drive at this year’s 
meeting held in San Diego, by hosting a networking reception 
entitled “Welcome to Singapore: Career and Research 
Opportunities at the National Institute of Education” on 14 
April, held at Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel. The reception 
was very well-attended by about 150 delegates in total 
comprising NIE’s MOU partners from Teachers’ College, Hong 
Kong Institute of Education (HKIE) and many academics and 
scholars interested to find out more about NIE’s teaching and 
research expertise.

More importantly, the event also attracted a pool of interested 
applicants for faculty and research positions with 25 individuals 
leaving their contact information. A total of 16 resumes were 
collected and 11 candidates met with NIE’s delegation for 
informal interviews. The team is carefully following up on 
each applicant currently.

This networking and recruitment drive made a mark with 
the international community of educational researchers and 

scholars with one delegate remarking that “NIE, Singapore 
has indeed arrived on the world educational research stage”.

Teacher Education Symposium

At the same meeting, a panel from NIE was invited to present 
a featured international Teacher Education Symposium 
entitled “Teacher Education in Singapore: Perspectives 
from Initial Teacher Preparation, Professional Leadership 
Development and internationalisation.”
 
Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng, Dean, Foundation Programmes 
Office spoke about NIE’s initial teacher preparation model 
that is pivoted on values, skills and knowledge and how 
problem-based learning (PBL) is used as a transformative 
pedagogical approach that provides opportunities for 
our student teachers to form self-organising learning 
communities and to reflect on practice through the use of 
real-world classroom cases and scenarios.

Assoc Prof Lee Ong Kim, Head, Policy and Leadership 
Studies Academic Group shared how programme evaluation 
is conducted over a longitudinal study and the measurement 
used to calibrate student teachers’ perceptions of their own 
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Panel members posing with the discussant and the chair of the 
session. From left to right: Assoc Prof Ng Pak Tee, Prof Cheng 
Yin Cheong (HKIE), Assoc Prof Lee Ong Kim, Prof Barry McGaw 
(Melbourne Education Research Insitute), Assoc Prof Low Ee Ling, 
Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng, NIE Singapore

Fifth World Educational Research Association (WERA) 
Meeting Held in San Diego
Following from a highly successful fourth meeting hosted in 
Singapore on 24 - 25 November 2008 prior to the Second 
Asia-Pacific Educational Research Association (APERA) 
conference where the mission of the World Educational 
Research Association (WERA) was advanced and the draft 
constitution was finalised, a fifth meeting of WERA was held 
on 18 – 19 April 2009, after the AERA 2009 meeting.

The WERA meeting in session – This landmark meeting brought 
together 22 national educational research associations. The 
Educational Research Association of Singapore (ERAS) was formally 
recognised as founding members of WERA

A nominations committee that will oversee the nominations 
for a WERA council was elected and comprised Jo-Ann Reid 
from the Australian Association for Research in Education 
(AARE), Wim Jochems from the European Educational 
Research Association (EERA) and Assoc Prof Lee Ong 
Kim from ERAS.
 
Another committee was formed to look into forthcoming 
WERA symposia themes at upcoming national educational 
association conferences, comprising: Petronilha Goncalves 
e Silva, representing both the Brazilian Black Researchers’ 
Association and the National Associate of Research and 
Graduate Studies in Education, Nelofer Halai, representing 
the Pakistan Association for Educational Research 
(PARE), Assoc Prof Tan Ong Seng, representing APERA, 
and Jeremy Hoad from the British Educational Research 
Association (BERA).
 
An official WERA founding ceremony will be held at the 
Sixth WERA meeting, in Vienna, in September 2009, which 
will also coincide with the Annual Meeting of EERA 2009.

attitudes, skills and knowledge at the different time points 
of study: entry, exit, and one year into teaching and three 
years into teaching.
 
Next, Assoc Prof Ng Pak Tee shared the model of 
professional school leadership development in Singapore 
and the Leaders in Education programme which emphasises 
knowledge construction, sharing and application, anchored 
upon a social constructivist paradigm.

The panel ended with Assoc Prof Low Ee Ling, Sub-
Dean, Degree Programmes presenting on NIE’s model 
of internationalisation as well as Vietnam’s Educational 
Leadership reforms.
 
The panel was chaired by Prof Barry McGaw, Director 
of the  Melbourne Education Research Institute and the 
discussant was Prof Cheng Yin Cheong, Hong Kong 
Institute of Education.

Both the chair and the discussant congratulated and gave 
high accolades to the team. They expressed that the 
academic and administrative rigour in the design, delivery 
and implementation of teacher preparation in Singapore are 
key success factors in contributing to Singapore’s ability to 

produce quality teachers and in emerging as a top performing 
education system and offers an excellent exemplar for other 
education systems to emulate.

Apart from this featured symposium, over 20 NIE faculty 
members also presented individual papers at this year’s 
AERA meeting, further testifying to the high standards of 
research at NIE.
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C J Koh Professorial Lecture
By Louise Mak, Office of Education Research

This year’s C J Koh Professorial Lecture on 25 March 
2009 was delivered by renowned American educationist 
Professor Susan Fuhrman and tackled a concern dear to 
all leaders in education: “Creating Quality Teachers in the 
21st Century”. 

In today’s economy, in which jobs increasingly demand 
high-level skills and independent critical thinking, all 
children must be educated to the highest of standards and 
must, therefore, have access to quality teachers and quality 
teaching. Thus, what makes a quality teacher has also 
changed: from competency merely in presenting material 
and assessing performance to expertise in understanding 
how children learn, in diagnosing learner difficulties and in 
designing activities to facilitate the learning of key concepts. 
The evolution of teachers’ roles has dictated an increased 
focus on recruiting the best people to teach, providing them 
with the best preparation, and maintaining and augmenting 
their skills throughout their careers. 

To realise these aims, Professor Fuhrman highlighted the 
need for education schools, in particular, to undertake 
extensive reviews of their curriculum, create a continuous 
feedback loop with educators in the field in order to tap 
their craft knowledge, create induction programmes and 
ensure that novice teachers do fieldwork with excellent 
practitioners, and maintain links with graduates so as to 
be able to provide them with relevant continuing education 
that addresses the challenges they face in their jobs.
 
Professor Fuhrman is the President of Teachers College, 
Columbia University, and Chair of the Management 
Committee of the Consortium for Policy Research in 
Education (CPRE). She is a member of both the Board of 

CERA  launched at Nan Chiau Primary School 
By Kelvin Wee, Public, International & Alumni Relations

On 28 April, 2009, Nan Chiau Primary School and NIE 
signed a Letter of Intent to launch the Centre for Educational 
Research and Application (CERA), marking a milestone in 
the way education research is done.

What sets CERA apart from other research projects is that 
this is the first research centre to be located in a primary 
school. The coming together of classroom practitioners and 
educational researchers will develop critical insights into 
the use of educational technology and enable research to 
be closely aligned to real classroom practices.

The objective of CERA complements the school’s plan to 
offer its pupils a more learner-centered, ICT-enhanced 

one-to-one learning environment to nurture learning 
competencies.  One of CERA’s projects will enable pupils to 
learn anywhere, anytime through the use of smart phones.

For Nan Chiau Primary, the partnership provides the 
teachers with the necessary knowledge base to drive its 
research efforts.  They can better translate cutting-edge 
research findings into meaningful classroom practices that 
will deliver quality teaching and learning outcomes.

NIE, on the other hand, benefits from having found a ready 
test-bed for their research initiatives.  Over time, CERA could 
serve as a model or launch bed for educational research for 
the schools in the cluster and zone.

Trustees of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement 
of Teaching and the National Coalition on Asia and 
International Studies in the Schools. She is also a former 
Vice President of the American Educational Research 
Association. Her research on state education reform, 
state-local relationships, state differential treatment of 
districts, federalism in education, incentives and systemic 
reform, and legislatures and education policy have all 
been influential.She has also written widely on education 
policy; among her edited books are The Public Schools 
(with Marvin Lazerson, 2005), Redesigning Accountability 
Systems for Education (with Richard Elmore, 2004), and 
Rewards and Reform: Creating Educational Incentives that 
Work (with Jennifer O’Day, 1996). 

This lecture was made possible through donations made to 
the NTU Endowment Fund by the late Mr Koh Choon Joo, 
a lawyer and philanthropist.

(From right) Prof Lee Sing Kong, Director NIE, Prof Fuhrman, Mr Ong 
Tiong Tat (Executor of the late Mr Koh Choon Joo’s estate), Mrs Ong
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The Physical Education and Sports Science (PESS) 
Academic Group is organising an International Conference 
in Physical Education and Sports Science (ICPESS) on 
25-28 May 2010 at National Institute of Education. The 
theme of the conference is “Youth in Physical Education 
(PE) and Sport”.

The conference commemorates 60 years of teacher 
education in Singapore and held in the year that Singapore 
hosts the inaugural Youth Olympic Games in August 2010.  
The conference, a designated Singapore Youth Olympic 
Games conference will include four keynote addresses, nine 
invited speakers and 20 symposia as well as workshops 
and special interest group presentations. Workshops on 

physical activity such as dance, soccer, hockey, rugby will 
be conducted by experts. The call for papers for oral and 
poster presentations is in August 2009. 

The Chairman and Deputy Chairman for the organising 
committee is Assoc Prof Michael Chia and Assoc Prof 
John Wang respectively. The organising committee hopes 
to attract 1,000–1,500 delegates: scholars, researchers, 
academicians, health care professionals, PE teachers, 
coaches, sports scientists, sports medicine practitioners 
and graduate students from the East and the West.   

For more information on the conference, please visit
http://www.pess.nie.edu.sg/icpess2010/

PESS Prepares to Host 2010 International Conference 
By Asst Prof G. Balasekaran, Secretary General for ICPESS 2010 Conference

Making a Global Impact on Teacher Education 
By Marc Chan, NTU Development Office

The National Institute of Education, Singapore has been able to make an impact on teacher education in the region thanks 
to support from partners like Temasek Foundation and Citi Foundation. Here are just some of the latest initiatives that are 
advancing the quality of teachers and education in schools throughout the region.

Temasek Foundation Grant for TF-NIE Senior 
Teachers and Principal Leadership Program 
in Siem Reap

In March 2009, Temasek Foundation awarded NIE a grant 
of more than $249,000 to fund a capability-development 
program involving 90 senior teachers and 10 principals from 
Siem Reap, Cambodia, who will cascade their learning to 
270 school teachers in the area.

The award makes possible the joint collaboration 
between NIE, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, 
Cambodia and the Caring for Cambodia organisation on 
the implementation of the Senior Teachers and Principal 
Leadership programme to improve the quality of teachers,  
propagate teaching skills in capacity building through 
senior teachers, and to provide training on management of 
schools and supervision of teachers. This award initiative 
marks a recognition by Temasek Foundation of NIE’s record 
of excellence in teacher and leadership development.

Temasek Foundation Grant for NIE-Putera 
Sampoerna Foundation Master Teachers 
Training Program

In March 2009, NIE was awarded a grant of close to $152,000 
from Temasek Foundation. This is part of the overall 
approved grant of S$279,000 by Temasek Foundation to 
enable NIE and Putera Sampoerna Foundation to develop 

the Master Educators and Trainers Program to improve 
the quality of curriculum and education pedagogy for 
mathematics and science in Tangerang, Indonesia.

This collaboration will see NIE leverage on its expertise in 
curriculum development and pedagogy to benefit 10 Putera 
Sampoerna Foundation Teacher Institute Faculty Teacher-
Trainers and 40 Master Teachers from National Plus 
Schools, eventually reaching out to 50 Master Teachers 
(Provisional) and another 72 mathematics and science 
teachers in the national schools.

Grant from Citi Foundation to NIE:  Financial 
Literacy Training for Teachers and Research 

Thanks to a $1 million gift from the Citi Foundation, 
financial literacy training and research at NIE was given an 
immense boost.  

The fund, disbursed in three parts starting in 2007, was used 
to promote financial literacy training to Singapore schools 
through conducting customised training workshops. These 
workshops provided participants with vital financial literacy 
skills and knowledge. 

The overall objective is to work towards the implementation 
of financial literacy in the MOE schools. The funds were 
received from Citi Foundation through United Way 
International (UWI), U.S.A.



Assoc Prof Ng Pak Tee
“As my course participants are mostly school leaders, what they need is usable knowledge and 
encouragement to carry out a difficult role. Teaching these education leaders is to help them learn in 
two ways; the first is to learn established theories through clear explanations and applications and the 
second, to learn not to be trapped by the learning, so as to challenge conventional thinking to generate 
new theories and solutions to problems in their unique context.”
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Kudos to the NTU Nanyang Awards Winners from NIE 
By Wendy Goh, Public, International & Alumni Relations

Kudos to Assoc Prof Ng Pak Tee (Policy and Leadership 
Studies), Asst Prof Leong Lai Keun (Physical Education 
and Sports Science) and Asst Prof Vivien Huan Swee Leng 
(Psychological Studies) for receiving the “Excellence in 
Teaching” awards!
 
The 2008 NTU Nanyang Award aims to recognise and 
celebrate outstanding achievements and contributions 

Asst Prof Leong Lai Keun
“In my teaching of dance and gymnastics, I guide my students through the creative process of forming 
movement sequences and dance composition and using various stimuli such as pictures, narratives, 
poetry, nature, objects, and their daily experiences to help students develop innovative ideas. For 
example, I would say, “Show me how a whale makes a big splash in the water” or “What image pops into 
your mind when you think of splashing?” I make use of imagery and brainstorming through a problem 
solving format to facilitate creativity.

Asst Prof Vivien Huan
“One important characteristic of a good teacher is to have an unconditional positive regard for students. 
When students feel the genuine care and concern from the teacher, learning will automatically take place. 
It is also important to have a good sense of humour! In my class, students enjoy a learning environment, 
filled with warmth and laughter and they know that their individual differences will always be respected 
and their problems, listened to. I also advocate a spirit of lifelong learning and hope that in turn, my 
students will role model good learning habits to their students.”

of staff and members in the area of teaching, research & 
innovation, service, teamwork and humanitarian work.

The award was presented to 22 recipients during the awards 
ceremony on 27 March 2008 by Dr Su Guaning, President 
of NTU.

Here’s how NIE winners have inspired their students!

Visits by Foreign Dignatories
By Lynn Chew, Public, International & Alumni Relations

New Zealand High Commissioner, His Excellency Martin Harvey met 
with NIE Director Prof Lee Sing Kong on 14 April

His Excellency Tamas Magda, Ambassador Extraordinary & 
Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Hungary visited on 25 February
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Professor Jean Côté, Fourth EW Barker Professor 
advocates Sport Sampling and Deliberate Play for 
Longevity in Sports 
By Assoc Prof Michael Chia, Physical Education & Sports Science (PESS) Academic Group

The PESS Academic Group hosted Prof Jean Côté, Director of the School 
of Kinesiology and Health Studies at Queens University, Ontario, Canada, 
from 15 February-13 March as Singapore’s Fourth EW Barker Professor.
 
In his series of public lectures to coaches, PE teachers, sport scientists, 
sport administrators and academics which focused on understanding the 
common background experiences of top athletes across Canada, the USA 
and Australia, he highlighted the importance of sport sampling (playing 
4 - 8 sports before choosing to specialise in one after 12 years old) and 
the importance of deliberate play (self-directed by the child) in the lives of 
professional athletes — in basketball, ice-hockey and softball.
 
In all, he addressed more than 600 people, and seeded at least six 
research projects with staff of PESS. During his time in Singapore, he also 
met with the Senior Management of NIE and NTU, the Singapore Sports Council and the Singapore Sports School. His 
expertise as a coach educator and researcher was very welcome as his work calendar was kept full throughout his time at 
NIE.  Professor Jean Côté will return to Singapore as an Invited Speaker for the third international conference in Physical 
Education and Sports Science.

NIE Fiesta 2009 
By Durgadevi d/o Tamil Selvam, Second-year Diploma in Education Student

The NIE Campus was buzzing with activities between 
January 12 to 16 as the Trainee Teachers’ Club (TTC) 
unveiled the inaugural installation of NIE Fiesta 09. The 
five-day long carnival and bazaar featured all-time funfair favourites such as Dunky and Foosball, as well as performances, 
balloon sculpting, movie screening, magic shows and the very popular spotlight on NIE Hunks and Babes 09.

“The main objective of this new initiative is to provide a vibrant platform for staff and students of both NIE and NTU to 
interact and socialise and foster strong ties between them,” explained one of the event organisers, 22 year-old Durgadevi 
when asked about the objective of the event. “We hope to make NIE Fiesta a yearly event.”

The festivities peaked on January 16 at around 4:30 pm when NIE Director, Prof Lee Sing Kong joined in the fun at the NIE 
Triangle after officiating the event as its Guest-of-Honour. Amidst cheers that could be heard across the campus, Prof Lee 
challenged Prof Goh Kim Chuan  to a race in the bungee Hawaii!
 
“It’s great to have such events at NIE,” said 23 year-old, second-year NIE student Farhana.  “It’s so fun!  We should have 
such events more often!”

The amazing race: guess who is the winner
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THE DAWNING OF A NEW ART ERA

The official opening of The Art Gallery on March 19 marked the dawning of a 
new Art Age at the National Institute of Education, Singapore that was ushered 
in by Guest of Honour, Senior Parliamentary Secretary for Ministry of Education 
and Ministry of Home Affairs Mr Masagos Zulkifli Bin Masagos Mohamad.
  
“I believe that the Art Gallery holds many new possibilities as a cultural site for 
artistic discourse and a comprehensive university gallery that promotes active 
learning, research, teaching and interpretation,” Mr Masagos said in his opening 
address. “I have every confidence that NIE and the Art Gallery will continue to 
be forerunners in promoting dynamic Arts Education to the future generations 
of Singapore.”

Also in attendance were the High Commissioner of New Zealand, His 
Excellency Mr. Martin Harvey; the Ambassador of the Republic of Costa Rica, 
His Excellency Juan Fernando Cordero Arias and Dr. Ana Mercedes Espinoza; 
and NIE Director Professor Lee Sing Kong.

NIE’s love affair with the arts and art education dates back to its early days 
when NIE was still known as the Teachers Training College (TTC) and located 

at the old Bukit Timah campus. The initial gallery was a 
foyer that was converted into a space where students, 
staff and artists-in-residence were able to gather and 
exhibit their works.

That gallery was later named the “Red Door Gallery” in 
1998. In January 2002, the “Red Door Gallery” opened 
its doors on the current campus only to close four years 
later in 2006 when it was converted into what is now the 
Student Hub.

Held in conjunction with the opening was the exhibit Visual Praxis which featured 
works by artists and art educators at NIE including Professor John Matthews, 
VPA Lecturer Mrs Cecily Charlotte Cheo, Mr Ng Joo Kiat and Ms Twardzik 
Ching Chor Leng.

The opening of the Art Gallery 
was held in conjunction with 
the exhibit Visual Praxis 
which included works by art 
educators and artists from 
NIE including  Professor John 
Matthews, VPA Lecturer Mrs 
Cecily Charlotte Cheo, Mr 
Ng Joo Kiat and Ms Twardzik 
Ching Chor Leng

Artist Jason Lim presented an 
performance that wowed those who 
visited the New NIE Art Gallery
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THE DAWNING OF A NEW ART ERA
Over the last decade, the Ministry of Education has 
increasingly recognised the importance of art and art 
education in the development of well-balanced students.  
The opening of the new purpose-built Art Gallery is 
therefore an important milestone for art and art education 
in Singapore.
    
“We all know that experiencing art can affect both cognitive 
and affective development both in and beyond the 
classroom,” Professor Lee said in his welcome speech at the 
opening of The Art Gallery. “The role of art education as part 
of Singapore’s educational objectives to promote individual 
talent and holistic education is even more important now.” 

The Art Gallery will feature exhibitions, workshops, talks 
and symposia, and be a Teachers’ Resource Centre that 
encourages and promotes interaction, active learning, 
research and sharing between NIE art educators and 
classroom art teachers. Its goal will be to share the very 
best in visual arts internationally and locally through cross-
disciplinary exhibitions.

(TOP) Guest of Honour, Senior Parliamentary 
Secretary for Ministry of Education and Ministry 
of Home Affairs Mr Masagos Zulkifli Bin Masagos 
Mohamad welcoming guest at the Opening 
Ceremony of the new NIE Art Gallery. (BELOW) 
NIE Director Professor Lee Sing Kong and Guest of 
Honour Mr Masagos Zulkifli officially open the new Art 
Gallery.  (LEFT) Guest of Honour Mr Masagos Zulkifli 
meets His Excellency Juan Fernando Cordero Arias, 
the Ambassador of the Republic of Costa Rica
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The book “Perspectives on Physical Education and Sports 
Science in Singapore – An Eye on the Youth Olympics 
2010”, edited by Assoc Prof Nick Aplin of the Physical 
Education and Sports Science Academic Group, was 
launched on Wednesday, 18 Mar 2009, at the NIE LIBRIS 
HOTSHOT CAFÉ.  Gracing the book launch was Prof Lee 
Sing Kong.

NIE news

Research Publications from NIE 
By Lim Yi-Lyn, Office of Education Research

SingTeach
SingTeach seeks to put research within the reach of teachers in Singapore. The web-based magazine aims to inform 
teaching practice and inspire research with a line-up of evidence-informed articles. Recently revamped, teachers can now 
look forward to getting practical teaching tips in the areas of mathematics, science and language education. We also have 
sections on professional development and relevant hot topics. Visit http://singteach.nie.edu.sg today!

Routledge Book Series
NIE recently inked the contract for a book series with Routledge. The new Routledge Critical Studies in Asian Education 
series will be managed by NIE, with Professors David Hogan and S. Gopinathan as the series editors. Each book in the 
series will discuss and critique recent developments within Asian education. For enquiries about the book series, please 
contact the Managing Editor Dennis Kwek at dennis.kwek@nie.edu.sg.

Asia Pacific Journal of Education
The Asia Pacific Journal of Education (APJE) is now indexed on the Social Sciences Citation Index. This is a milestone in 
the history of this NIE-born journal, which is now into its 29th volume. We are also happy to announce the appointment of 
two new executive editors, Associate Professor Jason Tan Eng Thye and Professor David Hogan. More information about 
the journal is available at http://www.informaworld.com/apje.

Pedagogies: An International Journal
Now into its 4th year, Pedagogies focuses on change and innovation in the most common and central of educational 
processes: teaching and learning in classrooms. Visit http://www.informaworld.com/hped for more information.

An Eye on Sports in Singapore 
By Kamsina Alfia Bte Jumari, Public, International & Alumni Relations

Featuring the works of over 25 authors, the book examines 
current pedagogical practices in schools and evaluates 
attitudes towards health and fitness. It also explains the 
relevance of talent and identification and reflects on the 
development of the culture of sports in Singapore.
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Biliteracy and 
Globalization: 
English Language 
Education in India

This book, by  Asst Prof Viniti Vaish, Centre 
for Research in Pedagogy and Practice, 
analyses how the urban disadvantaged in 
the city of New Delhi, learn English. Using 
qualitative methods,  she discusses the 
pedagogy, texts and contexts in which 
biliteracy occurs and links English language 
teaching and learning in India, with the 
broader social and economic processes of 
globalisation in a developing country.
 
The study is situated in a government school, 
a place where classrooms have rarely been 
qualitatively described, and where the 
Three Language Formula (TLF) is being 
fundamentally transformed due to increasing 
demand from the community for earlier 
access to the linguistic capital of English. 
The TLF is India’s language in education 
policy according to which all children have to 
learn three languages in the national school 
system. In most cases these are: the regional 
standard language, English, and a classical 
language like Sanskrit. Through research 
conducted in a call centre, she also shows 
what the requirements of new workplaces 
are and how government schools are trying 
to meet this demand.

This book is currently available at NIE and 
NUS libraries.

Project Work: Exploring 
Processes, Practices and 
Strategies
By Anitha Devi Pillai, Mary Ellis and Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng (NIE)

Special Education: Perspectives 
and Practices
By Prof Libby Cohen, Early Childhood and Special Education

This book, published by Pearson, provides cutting-edge information 
on early childhood education, gifted education, and the education of 
students with disabilities, intended 
for use by future and experienced 
educators, professionals, and families. 
It supports the vision of an inclusive 
society in which all individuals can 
meaningfully contribute to their 
families and communities. The text 
draws on the strong expertise of NIE 
faculty members as well as other 
distinguished researchers. It includes 
stunning full-colour images of art work, 
created by individuals with disabilities 
in Singapore.

“Project Work is an important vehicle in the curriculum to address the 
challenges of education. Effective project or problem-based learning 
can engage students’ ability to learn when plunged into an unfamiliar 
situation. Our students not only need to learn to confront problems as a 
matter of necessity but they also need to develop a positive mindset of 
observation and taking on “problems” 
as a matter of inquisitiveness to improve 
and invent processes and products.” 
Assoc Prof Tan Oon Seng 

This book, a first publication by 
researchers and practitioners in 
Singapore on issues pertaining to junior 
college project work. It describes the 
nature, process, outcomes, research 
and resources in junior college project 
work. The editors and contributors 
come from a wide range of disciplines 
and theoretical beliefs and as such 
have a synergy of knowledge that aptly encapsulates the nature of 
project based learning. 

This book is designed for the facilitator, research student, assessor or 
any reader looking for further information on issues and practices of 
project based learning in junior college. It also provides lesson ideas 
and resources to facilitate the dissemination of project work skills. 

This book is on sale at NIE and major bookstores.

B o o k  L a u n c h e s
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An Outstanding Award for an Outstanding Staff
By Dennis Kwek, Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice

An NIE staff member recently won an award at a 
prestigious conference on science education. Ms Wong 
Hwei Ming, Research Associate at NIE’s Centre for 
Research in Pedagogy and Practice, took home the 
Outstanding Presentation Award for her presentation on 
Teacher Agency for Professional Development in Science 
at the 3rd International Conference on Science Education 
for the Next Society (ICSENS). Held in Seoul, Korea 
from 30 October to 1 November 2008, the ICSENS is an 
internationally recognised conference that addresses key 
issues in science education.

Her paper, entitled ‘Didn’t Get Expected Answer, Rectify 
It: The Case of Using Inductive Science Activity to Teach 
Science Content’, uses classroom discourse to illustrate the 
conflict between intended learning outcomes as defined by 
the national curriculum, and the process of inquiry science 
as enacted in a primary science classroom. 

Ms Wong also had the privilege of meeting Professor 
John Gilbert of the University of Reading, who is Editor-in-
Chief of the International Journal of Science Education, a 
prestigious top-tiered journal. Impressed by her presentation 
and work, Prof Gilbert invited her to submit the full paper for 
publication in his journal—a rare honour indeed! 

NIE Wins BCA Green Mark GoldPlus Award 2009
The Building and Construction 
Authority of Singapore has 
awarded NIE with one of the highest 
accolades in recognition of the 

Institute’s environment-friendly design and practices – the 
BCA Green Mark GoldPlus Award for Existing Buildings. 

“I am indeed happy that we received this award. NIE has 
taken several initiatives to reduce energy usage despite 
the fact that the campus has increased in its capacity, 
hence cutting down on carbon footprints,” said NIE 
Director Professor Lee Sing Kong. “This is evidence that 
every institution can play a role in the effort to reduce any 
factor that can contribute towards global warming. Every 
little effort counts.”

BCA Green Mark is a green building rating system 
developed to evaluate buildings for their environmental 
impact and performance. The BCA Green Mark Scheme 
was initially launched in January 2005 to promote 
environmental awareness in the construction and real 
estate sectors and is endorsed and supported by the 
National Environment Agency.

BCA awards the Green Mark for projects that fall into either 
one of two categories — new construction or existing 
buildings. The Green Mark Award for Existing Building 
– the category NIE is in – is given only to buildings that 
have not had significant retrofitting done onto it since the 
building was completed.

“NIE’s commitment to the environment is not limited to 
lowering our usage of resources and reducing energy 
wastage by turning off lights and faucets. Our campus is 
designed to compliment the natural surroundings that it is 
set in,” Professor Lee elaborated. “We are proud of how 
green our campus is and we all know the positive impact 
that trees and other plants have on the environment. 
The community within NIE embraces a culture of being 
environmentally friendly.”

This is not the first accolade NIE has received for its 
environment-friendly efforts. In 2005, NIE walked off with 
first place in BCA’s Energy Efficient Building Award. NIE 
also won the top award a year later at the ASEAN Energy 
Efficient Building Award.

As the Principal Investigators of the project, Asst Profs 
Tan Aik Ling and Lee Yew Jin of the Natural Sciences 
and Science Education Academic Group, aptly put it, “We 
indeed have fine young researchers in our Institute who 
are motivated and keen in their work.”

Asst Prof Tan Aik 
Ling and Ms Wong 
Hwei Ming (right) 
with their awards



Brunei Leaders in Education Conference a  Success
By Kelvin Wee, Public, International & Alumni Relations

Twenty-two delegates representing Singapore, Brunei, 
Hong Kong, Philippines, Maldives and Germany gathered 
in Brunei on April 30 to open the Leaders in Education 
Conference 2009. 

The Leaders in Education Conference is currently in its third 
year. It offers school administrators and senior educators 
from education institutes the opportunity to share and learn 
from their peers.
 
Singapore was represented by a delegation of 12, 
including NIE Director Professor Lee Sing Kong who was 
also the opening keynote speaker at the group’s visit to the 
Meragang Sixth Form Centre.

Prof Lee, whose keynote speech was entitled ‘Revisiting 
the Purpose of Leadership’, shared that ‘Teachers must 
understand their perspective on what their roles are and 
that they must be a compassionate and passionate teacher’ 
in order to be impactful teachers.
 
Speaking at the Sultan Saiful Rijal Technical College 
was second keynote speaker Bernd Seuling, manager of 
the Leadership and Education Programmes at Technical 
University of Munich.

“To have good students, we must have good teachers 
as well,” Seuling said. “To get the best students at my 
university in Germany, we teach teachers to use formal 
and informal learning skills and to utilise them to aid the 
student’s learning process.”

Among the delegates was Amy Tse Po-chu, headmistress 
of Li Cheng Uk Primary School in Hong Kong, who chose 
to attend the conference to discover what kind of attributes 
a great leader should possess.
 
“Educators should always ask themselves what they can 
do more for their students and to set a good example for 
their colleagues as well,” Tse said, adding that she strongly 
feels educators must also be passionate and committed to 
their field of work.  The next conference/reunion will be held 
in the Philippines in 2010.

Twenty-two delegates from Singapore, Brunei, Hong Kong, the Philippines, Maldives and Germany attended the annual Leaders in Education 
Conference held in Brunei on April 30, 2009

Manager of the Leadership and Education Programmes at Technical 
University of Munich Bernd Sauling, NIE Director Professor Lee Sing 
Kong and Max Siegfried Schmidt, Head of Kullegstefe at the Technical 
University of Munich exchanging gifts at the conference in Brunei
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Dean’s Commendation for Research
By Mrs Chang-Tan Wey Ling, Graduate Programmes and Research

On 2 March 2009, 18 Higher Degree by Research and 
Master’s by Coursework students were awarded the Dean’s 
Commendation for Research. They were recognised for 
having excelled in their research by publishing papers with 
their supervisors in peer-reviewed international journals 
or international refereed book chapters during their period 
of candidature. The ceremony was held in NIE Lecture 

The students who received the Dean’s Commendation for Research this semester were:

S/N Student Name Academic Group Category

1 Tan Yuh Huann LST Master of Arts (by Research)

2 Adeline Yong Yean Pin NSSE Master of Science (by Coursework & Dissertation)

3 Tan Sing Yee, Jernice ECSE Master of Education (by Coursework & Dissertation)

4 Yeo Tiong Meng LST Master of Education (by Coursework & Dissertation)

5 Yazid Bin Idris LST Master of Arts (by Coursework)

6 Sharifah Beevi Binte N Abdul Salam LST Master of Arts (by Coursework)

7 Ashootosh Tripathi NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

8 Imelda Santos Caleon NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

9 Lim Jiaji NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

10 Mahmud Vahdat Roshan NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

11 Pan Zhenying NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

12 Ramaswamy Bhuvaneswari NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

13 Rishi Verma NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

14 Shahid Mahmood s/o Muhammad Naqi NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

15 Shumaila Karamat NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

16 Teo Chin Chye NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

17 Ang Su Yin PS Doctor of Philosophy

18 Khng Kiat Hui PS Doctor of Philosophy

Theatre 12 with NIE Director Professor Lee Sing Kong as 
the Guest-of-Honour. 

The Dean’s Commendation for Research was instituted in 
the January 2008 semester to highlight the importance of 
publicising on-going or newly-completed student research 
to a wider audience beyond NIE and Singapore. More 
importantly, it serves to encourage NIE’s graduate students 
to develop the mindset of professional researchers in sharing 
their findings with the research community at large.  At the 
same time, it helps graduate students build up a strong 
portfolio of works by the time they graduate.  

The award, which takes the form of a certificate, is given 
out every semester to deserving students whose names 
are nominated by their supervisors.  Their publications are 
then judged by a panel chaired by the Dean of Graduate 
Programmes and Research, Professor Paul Teng.  The 
panel members consisted of Heads of Academic Groups or 
their representatives and the Associate Dean of Graduate 
Academic Programmes.



Understanding Cognitive Control and 
Logical Reasoning through Brain Imaging 
By Fannie Khng Kiat Hui, Psychological Studies Academic Group, and Assoc Prof Kerry Lee, Centre for Research in 
Pedagogy and Practice, Office of Education Research

In collaboration with the Cognitive Neuroscience Laboratory 
of the NUS-Duke Graduate Medical School, an NIE 
research team is currently peering into the deepest secrets 
of the human brain, hoping to better understand the role of 
cognitive control functions in learning and performance. 

Graduate student Khng Kiat Hui and Assoc Prof Kerry 
Lee, Deputy Head, Centre for Research in Pedagogy and 
Practice (CRPP), are currently working with adult volunteers 
in a functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) study. 
FMRI is a non-invasive procedure used to obtain information 
about brain activity by detecting blood-flow in active brain 
areas, helping researchers identify the neural mechanisms 
underlying various functions. 

An earlier study, “Inhibiting interference from prior knowledge: 
Arithmetic intrusions in algebra word problem solving” also 
by Khng and Lee, published in Learning and Individual 
Differences, an international peer-reviewed journal, 
suggested a link between cognitive control and proficiency 
in algebra word-problem solving in 14 year-olds. Cognitive 
control functions were found to impact algebra word-

Fulbright Visiting Researcher Award 
By Natural Sciences & Science Education Academic Group

In November 2008, Asst Prof Lee Yew Jin (Natural Sciences 
and Science Education) was attached to a high school 
in New York City under the prestigious Fulbright Visiting 
Researcher Award. Asst Prof Lee chose to study the latest 
pedagogies in urban science education in New York City 
and the school that he focused on was located in the Bronx, 
the borough that is known to many around the world as the 
epitome of inner city problems. 

Under the guidance of Professor Kenneth Tobin (Presidential 
Professor, CUNY) and his graduate students, Asst Prof Lee 
gained first-hand experience of the multiple challenges that 
urban youth encountered on a daily basis in America. It 
was indeed an eye-opener for him in many respects yet 
Asst Prof Lee also found the students to be similar to other 
youth elsewhere, including those in Singapore: they were 
just as eager to succeed and do well in life if their everyday 
circumstances permitted. In fact, their friendliness, self-
confidence, and sharp wit often impressed Asst Prof Lee 
throughout the science lessons that he observed. 

Asst Prof Lee was invited to present lectures about science 
education in Singapore to both beginning teachers and 
faculty members in City University, Teachers’ College, 
University of Pennsylvania, Lehman College and other 

tertiary institutions near New York. His counterparts 
were fascinated and eager to learn about the factors that 
contributed to Singapore’s success in mathematics and 
science while he was learning from them about engaging 
learners from very challenging settings.

These new pedagogies that have proven to be so successful 
in urban classrooms such as coteaching and cogenerative 
dialogues have mainly been tested in North America while 
some of Asst Prof Lee’s graduate students have also begun 
some pilot studies in Singapore. Given the exponential 
rise of urban centers across the globe, participating in this 
Fulbright exchange was very timely according to Asst Prof 
Lee and he plans on sharing these pedagogies with teachers 
in Singapore.

problem-solving performance, 
depending on a participant’s 
intellectual ability and the ability 
to inhibit interference from prior 
arithmetic learning. 

The current study seeks to investigate if a similar link 
exists between cognitive control and logical reasoning in 
adults. An important extension of the preceding study, the 
current study will also add valuable neurological insight. 
Understanding how brain functions can interact with prior 
learning to influence performance in complex tasks, such 
as problem solving and logical reason, can be expected 
to have pedagogical implications in the way knowledge is 
taught in the classroom.

Able adults (between 18 and 40 years old) can contribute 
to this research by volunteering to be participants. The 
researchers conducting this study are also recruiting 
volunteers for concurrent research on different cognitive 
control functions that does not involve the use of FMRI. 
Email niestudy@gmail.com for details.
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S/N Student Name Academic Group Category

1 Tan Yuh Huann LST Master of Arts (by Research)

2 Adeline Yong Yean Pin NSSE Master of Science (by Coursework & Dissertation)

3 Tan Sing Yee, Jernice ECSE Master of Education (by Coursework & Dissertation)

4 Yeo Tiong Meng LST Master of Education (by Coursework & Dissertation)

5 Yazid Bin Idris LST Master of Arts (by Coursework)

6 Sharifah Beevi Binte N Abdul Salam LST Master of Arts (by Coursework)

7 Ashootosh Tripathi NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

8 Imelda Santos Caleon NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

9 Lim Jiaji NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

10 Mahmud Vahdat Roshan NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

11 Pan Zhenying NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

12 Ramaswamy Bhuvaneswari NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

13 Rishi Verma NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

14 Shahid Mahmood s/o Muhammad Naqi NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

15 Shumaila Karamat NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

16 Teo Chin Chye NSSE Doctor of Philosophy

17 Ang Su Yin PS Doctor of Philosophy

18 Khng Kiat Hui PS Doctor of Philosophy
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My two-year stint as a FTSC has made a tremendous difference in my role as a teacher this year. Within one term, I 
have found myself doing many things differently compared to my past ten years of teaching!
 
As a FTSC, I have the privilege of entering the children’s world and hearing the stories behind the faces. 
When I step back into the classroom, I bring with me the realization that there is a story behind what 
the children do. I learn to take time to clarify, to listen, and to seek to understand before I jump to 
conclusions. I learn to look beyond academic results to see them holistically. They bring with them 
not just challenges in their learning, but in their emotions and social skills. I learn to bring with me the 
power of affirmation and encouragement and use it generously. 

I am also challenged to be strategic in my teaching. I’ve learned 
when to take a step back and when to pump a little more.  I 
also learned when to let go of carefully crafted lessons and 
allow the kids to pace the lessons.  Just like in counselling, 
the counsellees pace the sessions. I’ve also learned to 
reflect daily, as I do whenever I write my counselling 
session reports, and discover the G-E-M-S.

GivE up My judgementS

‘Dear X, I am so proud of you! I see your progress in your work. You are making effort 
to hand in your work regularly. Keep up the good work! Love, Miss Tan.’

Love notes are gems. Initially, I was reluctant to write to X, the boy who plays soccer superbly but looks 
unmotivated and ‘bo-chap’ despite being scolded for not handing in work. How would he respond to a 
cutie love note?! I have learnt not to rely on my own feeble judgment. As the class was reading a story 
quietly, I walked deliberately to his seat and slipped the note on his table. Then it happened. During 
that particular lesson, the nonchalant ‘macho’ boy asked questions and contributed his knowledge 
with an interest I have not seen before! 

Once, I was so eager to teach what I thought would be an interesting lesson that I had forgotten 
to explain the purpose of that lesson. We had read the article on the Miracle Man, Captain Sullenberger, whose superb pilot 
skills saved 155 lives. The kids were asked to write a letter to him to express their feelings and thoughts. Besides training 
writing skills, my other purpose was to infuse values of empathy, courage and excellence. However, when the kids were 
asked to do their written assignment, one of the kids exclaimed loudly, “so boring!”  I discovered that when I took time to 
explain the purpose behind certain activities we did, the pupils discovered greater motivation and joy in doing them.  

“Quiet lah. Miss Tan is explaining.”

“Don’t argue back!” one boy said to another.

Sometimes I felt a sense of failure when the kids ‘helped’ me chide their peers or correct their wrong actions. I am slowly 
learning that it is one way they return their affection to their teachers. I learn to cherish their sense of justice and loyalty. Of 
course, I do put right the wrong behaviour too.  

I continue to derive satisfaction from the challenges and joy in teaching, yet I am thankful to have moved away from some 
mindsets that locked me from enjoying and making the most of teaching. So, the kids might have risen to the occasion and 
done satisfactorily well in their recent tests, but they have also taught me that above all, I should cherish relationships and 
rapport rather just than results.

GEMS Drawn From My Stint as a Full-Time
School Counsellor
By Tan Lay Leng, Tanjong Katong Primary School
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Financial Education starts from the top
By Vivien Lee, Public, International & Alumni Relations

On 24 April 2009, more than 200 principals and vice-
principals gathered at Raffles Institution (Junior College) to 
get an overview of what financial literacy entails and the 
importance of having financial education in our schools.  The 
seminar was organised by NIE together with the Ministry of 
Education, Singapore specially for these school leaders.

Mr Marcel Lee, Principal of St. Gabriel’s Secondary School, 
found the seminar educational and informative. “We cannot 
be complacent with what we know. It is always good to 
attend such seminars and pick up new knowledge.”

Mr Wong Mun Wah, Vice-Principal of Yishun Junior 
College, also applauded the efforts of the organisers and 
welcomed such seminars that are educational. “Everyone 
is concerned about retirement planning and will planning, 
so such a seminar is informative and helpful. It is good that 
our students can start young”
 
St. Gabriel’s Secondary School currently conducts financial 
education courses for the upper secondary students. Last 
year, teachers from the school completed the personal 
finance seminar and financial literacy workshop conducted 
by Citi-NIE Financial Literacy Hub for Teachers.

Yishun Junior College is considering introducing financial 
literacy courses to its teachers and breakfast talks on 
financial literacy for students.

Schools that are keen on financial literacy programmes for 
teachers and students can contact:

Citi-NIE Financial Literacy Hub for Teachers
Tel: 6219 6075
Email: finlit@nie.edu.sg

Marcel Lee, Principal of St. Gabriel’s Secondary School, answering a 
question from the audience during the Question & Answer session

The school leaders learnt about financial literacy in fun ways at the 
financial literacy exhibition
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Calendar of Events
Event Date Venue Contact Person

International Association for the Scientific 
Study of Intellectual Disabilities (IASSID) 
Asia-Pacific Regional Conference

24 - 27 Jun 2009 Furama Hotel
Asst Prof Kenneth Poon
Email: kenneth.poon@nie.edu.sg

Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony 13 - 15 Jul 2009
Nanyang Auditorium 
NTU

Mrs Mak Lek Cher
Email: lekcher.mak@nie.edu.sg

National Accounting Quiz 1 Jul 2009
Ngee Ann  Polytechnic 
Convention Centre

Dr Koh Noi Keng
Email: noikeng.koh@nie.edu.sg

Management and Leadership in Schools 
Graduation Ceremony

27 Jul 2009 NIE Singapore
Ms Rosnizawati Binte Sani
Email: rosnizawati.sani@nie.edu.sg

Library Services Awareness Mini Fair 4 - 5 Aug 2009 NIE Singapore
Mr Douglas Lau
Email: douglas.lau@nie.edu.sg

Library User Education Classes 17 - 28 Aug 2009 NIE IT Lab 3-1
Mr Hilary Ho
Email: hilary.ho@nie.edu.sg

International Science Education 
Conference (ISEC) 2009

24 – 26 Nov 2009 NIE Singapore
Sing Khang Miant
Email: khangmiant.sing@nie.edu.sg
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A Date with the Dragon
By Vivien Lee, Public, International & Alumni Relations

On 15 March 2009, NIE alumni gathered to catch the 
dragon, Dragonball, that is. Held at Golden Village VivoCity, 
over 300 NIE alumni turned up to enjoy a complimentary 
breakfast before watching the movie. Many NIE alumni 
were pleased to have the opportunity to catch up with their 
fellow alumni and enjoy an outing with their family at the 
same time. 

For alumni interested in being updated on future alumni 
activities, please email us at alumni@nie.edu.sg with your 
full name, IC, mailing address and contact number.


